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Abstract- This paper addresses the design of a dynamic, 
nonlinear, time-invariant, state feedback controller that guar- 
antees constraint satisfaction and offset-free control in the 
presence of unmeasured, persistent, non-stationary, additive 
disturbances. First, this objective is obtained by designing a 
dynamic, linear, time-invariant, offset-free controller, and an 
appropriate domain of attraction for this linear controller is 
defined. Following this, the linear (unconstrained) control input 
is modified by adding a perturbation term that is computed by a 
robust receding horizon controller. It is shown that the domain 
of attraction of the receding horizon controller contains that 
of the linear controller, and an efficient implementation of the 
receding horizon controller is proposed. 
Key words: Integral control, receding horizon control, set 
invariance, dynamic state feedback control, nonlinear control, 
constrained systems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The control of systems in the presence of constraints is an 
important task in many application fields because constraints 
"always" arise from physical limitations and quality or safety 
reasons. Moreover, in practical applications disturbances are 
usually present, and often they are not measurable and pre- 
dictable. For example, in the chemical industries disturbances 
arise from interactions between different plant units, from 
changes in the raw materials and in the operating conditions 
(such as ambient temperature, humidity, etc.). 
The design of control algorithms able to stabilize plants 
subject to unknown bounded disturbances in the presence of 
input and state constraints has been the subject of several 
works [l], [2], [3]. These surveys discuss how the important 
goal of guaranteeing closed-loop stability and constraint 
satisfaction can be obtained. 
In many practical applications, especially in the process 
industries, disturbances are often non-stationary. It is clear 
that if an unmeasured disturbance keeps changing with time, 
offset-free control is not possible, whereas if the disturbance 
is non-stationary (i.e. integrating), offset-free control is an 
achievable goal. One basic objective of an effective control 
algorithm is that it guarantees offset-free control whenever 
this is possible. 
However, none of the existing algorithms with stability 
guarantees can also guarantee offset-free control in the case 
of non-stationary disturbances. In this paper, a novel control 
design method for constrained systems subject to unmeasured 
bounded disturbance is presented. The proposed controller is 
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guaranteed to remove steady-state offset in the controlled 
variables whenever the disturbance reaches an (unknown) 
constant value. The controller is also guaranteed to satisfy 
input and state constraints. 
The proofs for the results stated in this paper can be found 
in [4]. 
Notation: Where it will not lead to confusion, o ( k )  will 
denote the actuaZ value of the infinite sequence o(.) at time 
k, while wk will be used to denote the prediction of w(z+k) 
at a time instant k steps into the future if w = q, = ~ ( z )  is 
the value of the variable at current time z. Given a set R, A'
is the set of infinite sequences o(.) := {o(O),w(l),.  ..} that 
take on values in R, i.e. := {CO(.) 1 o ( k )  E R, Vk E NI. 
Given a positive integer N ,  the Cartesian product RN := 





11. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
In this paper we consider a discrete-time, linear, time- 
(la) 
z = czx, (1b) 
in which x E W" is the plant state, x+ is the plant successor 
state, U E W'" is the control input (manipulated variable), d E 
R' is a persistent, unmeasured disturbance and z E WP is the 
controlled variable, i.e. the variable to be controlled to the 
origin. Affine inequality constraints are given on the state 
and input, i.e. 
invariant plant: 
X+ =Ax+ BU + E d ,  
X E X C X ,  U € @ C U ,  (2) 
where X := R".is the state space, U := W"' is the input space, 
X is a polyhedron (a closed and convex set that can be 
described by a finite number of affine inequality constraints) 
and 9'2 is a polytope (a bounded polyhedron); the origin is 
contained in the interior of X x %. 
Assumption I (General): A measurement of the plant 
state is available at each sample instant, (A, B) is stabilizable, 
(A,C,) is detectable and 
rank[ I - A  c, -B o ] = n + p .  
(3) 
Notice that the last condition implies that the dimension of 
the controlled variable cannot exceed the dimension of either 
the state or the input, i.e. p 5 min{n,m}. 
A dynamic, nonlinear; time-invariant state feedback con- 
troller is to be designed and is to assume the following 
structure: 
( 4 4  
u = Y ( x , 0 ) ,  (4b) 
where U E R' is the controller state, O+ is the controller 
successor state, a : B" x R' + B' is the controller state 
dynamics map and y : R'I x W' -+ Rnl is the controller output 
map. 
The plant dynamics (la), together with the controller (4), 
forms a closed-loop system 
U+ = a(x ,  0) ,
5' = f(5,d) , ( 5 )  
where r _ l  
X 5 := 
L J  
is the closed-loop system state and the closed-loop dynamics 
are given by 
Let @ ( k , { , d ( - ) )  be the solution to (5) at time k when the 
augmented state is 5 at time 0 (note that since the system 
is time-invariant, the current time can always be regarded as 
zero) and the disturbance sequence is d ( - )  := {d(k)}&. By 
definition, $J (0 ,5 ,  d (.)) := 5 .  With a slight abuse of notation, 
we also define the following: 
In general, since the disturbance is persistent and unknown 
it is impossible to drive the controlled variable to the origin. 
However, we consider the following restriction on the distur- 
bance: 
Assumption 2 (Disturbance): At each time instant, the 
current and future disturbances are unknown. The distur- 
bance sequence d ( - )  takes on values in a polytope 9 c R' 
containing the origin and asymptotically reaches an unknown 
steady-state value, i.e. d ( k )  E B for all k E N and there exists 
a JE 9 such that lim,,,d(k) = 2. 
Under the above assumptions we present a novel method 
for designing a dynamic, nonlinear, time-invariant state 
feedback controller (4) that, for any allowable disturbance 
sequence (any infinite disturbance sequence that satisfies As- 
sumption 2), accomplishes the goal of driving the controlled 
variable to the origin, while respecting the state and input 
constraints, i.e. 
lim ~ ( k )  = 0 ( 9 4  
x ( k )  f 2-, u ( k )  E 99 (9b) 
k-- 
and 
for all d( - )  E ~ 2 ' ~  and all k E N. 
111. LINEAR CONTROLLER D E S ~ G N  
A. The Augmented System 
In order to address the problem we make use of the 
following auxiliary system to define the controller state 
dynamics: 
( 1 0 4  
d+ =d+x-P. ( 1 Ob) 
P+ = Ax -k Bu + (a+ x - a ) ,  
The system (10) corresponds to using a dead-beat observer 
for the following system: 
[;I+ = ;] [;I + K] u ,  
x =  [I 01 , 
L J  
in which it is clear that &E R", which has been added to 
remove any offset, is an integrating (step) disturkance acting 
on the state P E E*. Note that the dimensions of d and d need 
not be the same in order to guarantee offset-free control. 
By combining the plant dynamics (la) and the auxiliary 
system (lo), we obtain the following augmented system: 
g+ =de +28U+Bd, (11) 
in which 
{:= [i] , a!:= [1;A -9 y ] ,  9:= E], 8:= E] 
-1 I 
(1  1 
We also define the controller state U E R', with 1 := 212, 
to be the states of the auxiliary system (lo), i.e. 
0:= [4 . 
B. Unconstrained Offset-free Controller Design 
When a non-zero persistent disturbance affects a system, 
the origin of the state and input needs to be shifted in order 
to cancel the effect of such a disturbance on the controlled 
variable [ 5 ] ,  [6].  To this aim, at each sample instant we 
use the estimate of the future disturbance and compute the 
steady-state target (2, ii) such that one can drive the controlled 
variable to the origin. When the dimension of the input is 
equal to the dimension of the controlled variable (m = p )  
these targets are uniquely defined by: 
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Notice that this corresponds to finding the pair (2, U) such that 
Cz2 = 0 and R = Af+BP +d+, i.e. the state and input that 
cancel the effect of the disturbance. If, instead, there are extra 
degrees of freedom (m > p)  these targets are non-unique. 
However, one can address both cases [6] by solving the 
following equality-constrained quadratic program, in which 
R E RwI72XII is a positive definite matrix: 
(a* ( 5 ) , U *  ( 5 ) )  := argmin - t i i ~ R i i ,  (154 
(Xi) 2 
subject to 
I - A  -B R I --I I [ c, 0 ] [U] = [o 0 01 5 -  (15b) 
For a given augmented state 4 ,  one can think of 
(X* (5) ,U* ( 5 ) )  as the new 'origin' around which the system 
should be regulated. Solving for (P (0, U* ( 5 ) )  is trivial: 
Lenznia I (Target calculation): The minimizer of the 
equality-constrained quadratic program (15) is linear with 
respect to the augmented state 5 and is given by 
where nI3 E RftX" and n23 E R"'x" are the relevant block 
matrix components of 
._ .- 
o - I + A ~  -c; 
R BT 0 
-B 0 0 
0 0 0 
- 1  
(17 
and [rill 
We now consider what would happen if one were to choose 
a gain matrix K such that A + BK is strictly stable and let 
the control input in the augmented system [ 11) be given by 
nI2] has nz+n columns. 
U = U * ( 5 ) + K ( X - P ( { ) ) .  (18) 
Before proceeding, we need the following result: 
Lemma 2 (Stability): Suppose that Assumption 1 holds 
and K E Rf7lXf7 is such that A + BK is strictly stable. If G? 
and A? are given by (12), r E R"2x" is any constant matrix 
and 
x : = [ K + r  -r r], (19) 
d-:=B+BX (20) 
then 
is strictly stable. 
By defining 
r :=n23-m,3; (21) 
and substituting (16) into (18) it follows that 
u = (x - f + d) + K ( x  - n13 (x- P + d)) (22a) 
= (K+r)x-rz+rd (22b) 
=xe. (22c) 
After substituting (22) into (1 1). one can write an expres- 
sion for the augmented system (1 1) under the linear control 
u = Z 5  as 
= Bxe + 8 d .  (23) 
Let y ( k , { , d ( . ) )  be the solution of the closed-loop sys- 
tem (23) at time k, given the state 5 at time 0 and the 
disturbance sequence d(  .). 
As a consequence of the above, we introduce the following 
standing assumption: 
Assumption 3 (Stabilizing gain): The matrix K E R"tXf' is 
chosen such that A + BK is strictly stable, 3' is given by (19) 
with r given by (21) and a"' := a"+BX. 
The following result states that if the control is given by 
U = A?(, then the value of the controlled variable for (23) 
is guaranteed to converge to the origin, given any allowable 
infinite disturbance sequence: 
Lenima 3 (Osyet-free control): If Assumptions 1-3 hold, 
then the closed-loop system (23) satisfies 
lim [cz 01 V ( k , 5 , 4 . ) )  = 0 .  (24) 
k+- . 
for all 5 E R " "  and all d(.)  E Ag. 
C. The Maximal Constraint-Admissible Robustly Positively 
Invariant Set 
We now consider the problem of computing the maximal 
constraint-admissible robustly positively invariant set in the 
space of the augmented state 5 := [xT JT dTIT. 
Let the constraint-admissible set be defined as 
=:= ( 5  E R ~ " I ~ E  X and X< €92). (25) 
The maximal constraint-adniissible robustty positively invari- 
ant set Qb, for the closed-loop system (23) is defined as 
all initial states in 5 for which the evolution of the system 
remains in Z for all allowable infinite disturbance sequences: 
@m := ( 5  E Z I y (k , { ,d ( . ) )  E E, Vd(.) E &g,Vk E N}  . 
(26) 
Assumption 4 (Invariant set): The set @m as defined in 
(26) is non-empty, contains the origin in its interior and is 
finitely determined (described by a finite number of affine 
inequality constraints). 
Since (23) is linear and time-invariant and E is given by 
a finite number of affine inequality constraints, 0- is easily 
computed by solving a finite number of LPs [7]. 
The following result states that, provided the augmented 
state is in @- at time 0, then the evolution of the augmented 
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system under the linear control U = X {  is such that offset- 
free control is guaranteed and the state and input constraints 
are satisfied for all allowable disturbance sequences: 
Proposition I (Linear controller): Suppose that Assump- 
tions 1 4  hold. The solution of the closed-loop system (23) 
satisfies (24) and 
[In 03 W(k,S,d(.)) E x and X W ( k , 5 , 4 . ) )  E 9Y 7 (27) 
for all 5 E @,, all d(.) E A9 and all k E N. 
Because of the assumptions in Proposition 1, it is impor- 
tant to initialize the controller state o := [F dTIT correctly 
such that 5 := [xT cTIT E 0- at time 0. A sensible way to 
initialize the controller state is to compute the minimizer of 
the following quadratic program, given the initial plant state 
x(0): 
(X(O),d"(O)) := arg min { (x(0) -X^)T(X(O)  -a)+ 
(2.d) 
dTd I 5 E 8,). (28) 
We can now also define X, to be the set of plant states for 
which there exists a controller state such that the augmented 
(29) 
. state is in 8,: 
X,  := {x E R" 1 30 E R2" such that 5 E @-} . 
Clearly, (28) is feasible if and only if x(0) E X,. 
IV. RECEDING HORIZON CONTROLLER DESIGN 
The set X, is the set of initial plant states for which the 
controlled variable will be driven to the origin by the linear 
control U = X(. This section presents an efficient approach 
for computing a nonlinear controller, which enlarges the set 
of initial plant states for which the controlled variable can 
ultimately be driven to the origin. This will be achieved by 
using ideas from model predictive control for constrained 
A. Definition and Properties of the Receding Horizon 
Controller 
Similar to the idea proposed in [9], [ 101 of 'pre-stabilizing' 
the plant, let the linear control in (22) be modified with a 
perturbation term as follows: 
U = X ( + V ,  (30) 
where v f Rm is the input perturbation. The solution to the 
finite horizon optimal control problem (FHOCP), defined be- 
low, is a finite sequence of input perturbations that guarantees 
robust constraint satisfaction over the horizon and optimizes 
some cost function. Under the control (30) the augmented 
state dynamics (1 1) become 
systems VI, [31, [SI. 
5" = + Bv+ Ed. (31) 
Before proceeding, let the horizon length N be a positive 
integer and the block vectors v E R" and d E B" be defined 
T asv:= [vg ... VC-~]  andd:= [ d l  ... d;-, lT,wherevk~ 
R"' anddkER'  fora l lkE(0 ,  ..., N-1). 
With a slight abuse of notation, let tk := X(k,t ,v,d) 
denote the solution to (31) for all k E (0,. . . , N } ,  given the 
augmented state 5 ,  a sequence of control perturbations v and 
a sequence of disturbances d. The corresponding predicted 
plant state and input are similarly defined as 
xk := [In 01 X(k,{,v,d), V k  E (0,. . . , N }  , (32a) 
Uk:=A'X(k,{,V,d)+Vk, V k E  (0 ,..., N-1). (32b) 
The set of admissible input perturbations VN({)  is the set 
of input perturbations of length N such that for all allowable 
disturbances of length N ,  the input constraints are satisfied 
over the horizon k = 0,. . . , N - 1, the state constraints X are 
satisfied over the horizon k = 1,.  . . , N - 1 and the augmented 
state at the end of the horizon is in 6- (hence the predicted 
plant state at the end of the horizon is also in ZZ): 
I I 5 0 = 5 ,  5,@-)  
x k €  X ,  k = l ,  ..., A'-1, 
~k E '32, k = 0,. . . , N -  1 
I for d l  d E gN 
Note that YN({)  is defined by an infinite number o f  
constraints. Obtaining an equivalent expression for VN( 5 )  
in terms of a finite number of affine inequality constraints 
is straightforward and a result that allows one to do this 
efficiently is given in Section IV-B. 
In order to define the receding horizon controller, we need 
to define an associated FHOCP. Similar to [9], [lo], we 
choose to define PN({), the FHOCP to be solved for a given 
5, as 
P N ( 5 )  : 4 x 5 )  :=*{J,(v) I v E %(a} 9 (34a) 
where the cost function to be minimized is defined as 
N-1 
J N ( V )  := c VIWVk, (34b) 
k=O 
in which W is a positive definite matrix. The minimizer of 
PN({) is similarly defined: 
v*(<) := (vg(c),. . . , V ; J - ~ ( ~ ) }  := arg min JN(v) (34c) 
We assume here that the minimizer of PN(<) exists; this 
assumption is justified in Section IV-B. 
As is standard in receding horizon control [2], [3], [XI,  
for a given state 5,  we only keep the first element vij(5) 
of the solution to the FHOCP. Using this receding horizon 
principle, we define our controller in (4) by substituting 
Y N  ( 5 1 
U = X {  +VG(5) (35) 
into the equation for the augmented system (1 1) and compar- 
ing it with the expression for the closed-loop dynamics (7). 
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In other words, the controller state dynamics map in (4a) is 
given by 
and the controller output map in (4b) is 
y(x,o) := z - 4  + v ; ; ( t ) .  (36b) 
It is important to be able to determine all the plant states 
for which one can guarantee that problem P,({) has a 
solution. The set of plant states XG for which one can 
initialize the controller state such that the set of admissible 
input perturbations W,(C) is non-empty (and PN(t) has a 
solution) is given by 
X: := { x  E X I 30 E W2" such that W,(c) # 0) .  (37) 
As will be shown below, XG is the set of plant states in 
% for which the controlled variable will be driven to the 
origin by the controller (4), if a and y are given by (36). 
We can now give our first main result: 
Theorem I (Domain of RHC): Suppose that Assumptions 
1-4  hold. The sequence of sets { X o , X T , .  . . ,X;} ,  where Xo 
is defined in (29) and each Xi., i E { 1 , .  . . , N } ,  is defined as 
in (37) with N = i, contains the origin in their interiors and 
satisfies the set inclusion 
xo Ex; c ... cxgpl cx;. (38) 
Theorem 1 is very important because it shows that, under 
the above assumptions, an increase in the horizon length does 
not decrease the size of the set of plant states for which the 
controlled variable can be driven to the origin. 
Before giving our second main result, we need the follow- 
ing: 
Lmima 4 (Perturbation sequence): Suppose that 
Assumptions 1-4 hold. If the controller (4) is defined 
by (36) and W,(E,(O)) is non-empty, then the evolution 
of the closed-loop system (5) is such that Y,(((k)) is 
non-empty and 
limv;(t(k)) =O. (39) 
k+- 
for all d(.) E and all k E N. 
We can now state our second main result: 
Theorem 2 (Offset removal and constraint satisfaction): 
Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 hold and that the 
controller (4) is defined by (36). One can choose the 
initial controller state o(0) such that PN(c(0)) has a 
solution and the evolution of the closed-loop system (5) 
satisfies (9) for all d ( . )  E -d9 and all k E W if and only if 
the initial plant state x(0) E X;. 
As in Section III-C, we need to initialize the controller 
state correctly such that P,({(O)) has a solution. A sensible 
method for simultaneously obtaining an optimal initial con- 
troller state and input perturbation sequence is to solve the 
following, given the initial plant state x(0): 
A ( ( i - ~ ) ~ ( . ? - - ~ ) + d ! d ]  I V E  W,(< )  andx=x(O)) ,  
(40) 
where A is a strictly positive scalar. 
B. Eficient Iwtplemeittution of the Receding Horizon Con- 
troller 
Recall that .X, % and Ow are polyhedral sets given 
by a finite number of affine inequality constraints. As a 
consequence, it is easy to obtain an equivalent expression 
for the set of admissible input perturbations W,(e) as 
~ N ( 5 ) = ( v ~ W " 1 N I F v I b + G d + H 5  f o r a l l d E g N } ,  
(41) 
where the matrices F E Rqx"lN, G E RqxrN, H E RqX3'l 
and the vector b E Wq depend on the augmented system 
dynamics (31). It is also easy to show that the number of 
constraints q = Q ( N ) .  
The following result, which is a restatement of [ll, 
Prop. 11, allows one to efficiently compute an equivalent 
expression for W,({) in terms of a finite number of affine 
inequality constraints: 
Proposition 2 (Expression for Y,(C)): If Y,(c) is given 
as in (41), then 
W,(<)={vEW" 1 F v < c + H g } ,  (42a) 
(42b) 
where 
c := b+vec min Gd &-aN 
and vecmindEgN Gd := [min&gN G,d ... G,dIT; 
Gi denotes the i'th row of G. 
Clearly, c can be computed by solving q LPs. However, 
it is very useful to note that if 9 := {d E R' I lldll- 5 q 1, 
then one does not need to solve any LPs. This is because it is 
easy to show [ll] that c = b - qIGll, where the components 
of the matrix IC1 are the absolute values of the corresponding 
components of G and 1 := [l 1IT is a column vector of 
ones of suitable dimension. 
Given all of the above, it is now clear that the minimizer to 
PN({) exists if and only if WN({) # 0 and that the minimizer 
is the solution to the following finite-dimensional strictly 
convex quadratic program (QP): 
v * ( { ) = a r g + { J N ( V )  I F v S c t H S } .  (43) 
There are essentially two ways in which one can compute 
As is standard in conventional model predictive con- 
trol [2], [3], [SI. given the current value for {, one can 
compute v c ( t )  on-line by solving the QP defined in (43) 
using standard QP solution methods. 
v(;({) (and hence the control input) for a given 5 :  
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The QP in (43) is a so-called parametric QP, since the 
constraints (and hence the solution) of the QP in (43) are 
dependent on the parameter 6 .  This observation allows 
one to compute the explicit expression for v;(.) off-line 
using recent results presented in [ 121. The results in [ 121 
can be used to show that v(;(-> is a piecewise affine 
function of 5 and is defined over a polyhedral partition, 
i.e. the domain of v(;(-> is the union of a finite number 
of polyhedra and v;(-) is affine in each polyhedron. 
Computing v;(t) on-line amounts to looking up the 
polyhedron that contains the current value of 5 and 
substituting 5 into the corresponding affine function. 
We conclude this section by pointing out that, because of 
the above, (40) is also a finite-dimensional strictly convex 
QP. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has shown how one can design a nonlinear, 
time-invariant, dynamic state feedback controller that guar- 
antees constraint satisfaction and offset-free control in the 
presence of a persistent, non-stationary, additive disturbance 
on the state. The design of the controller was split into two 
parts: 
The design of a dynamic, linear, time-invariant con- 
troller. A deadbeat observer is used to estimate the 
disturbance, the new steady-state is given as a linear 
function of the current plant and observer states and the 
controller aims to regulate the plant state and input to the 
new target steady-state. In order to estimate the region 
of attraction of the linear controller, it was proposed that 
the maximal constraint-admissible robustly positively 
invariant set @- associated with the linear controller be 
computed. 
The design of a dynamic, nonlinear, time-invariant re- 
ceding horizon controller. In order to increase the region 
of attraction of the linear controller, a robust receding 
horizon controller, which computes perturbations to the 
linear control law, was proposed. The receding horizon 
controller includes the state and input constraints ex- 
plicitly in its computations as well as the effect of the 
unknown persistent disturbance, thereby guaranteeing 
robust constraint satisfaction. It was proposed that the 
set 0- be included as a terminal constraint in the 
prediction horizon and it was shown that the specific 
formulation of the proposed-receding horizon controller 
improves on the linear controller in terms of the domain 
of attraction. 
The robust receding horizon controller presented in this 
paper can be implemented in an efficient manner and is 
computationally tractable. The incorporation of the effect of 
the disturbance has very little effect on the computational 
complexity since the number of decision variables and con- 
straints increases only linearly with an increase in the horizon 
length. 
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